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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

Mean Spirit is tell about Indian’s life in Watona after white men 

authorize that place and tries to evict Indian because there are a lot of 

mining especially oil in the Indian’s land.   

It is not possible that conflicts can happen if there is no factor. There 

are six factors which had caused conflicts between white men and Indian 

people and it also can be found in five beliefs. The first factor is Superiority. 

It means that as colonist who can be dominated in Watona feels superior. So 

that moral superiority can be seen by White men. Because of that White 

men feels that they are the ruler and they can do anything to Indian people. 

The second factor is Injustice. Because of the moral superiority 

which is shown by white men, Indian people feel that there is no justice for 

them. It is because they can get protection from the law especially although 

the white has done something bad to Indian people. 

The third factor is Vulnerability. It happens to Indian people. Indian 

people are only stay silent with White men’s act. Indian people are only 

receiving the pain and injury for white men. 
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The fourth factor is Distrust. Indian people is cannot trust to white 

men especially in law. It is because the law is also dominated by white men. 

So, although Indian people try to show the truth to the law, the law never 

hears their voice. Even, the law will see Indian people who are in wrong 

sides. 

The last factor is Helplessness. Indian people feel helplessness 

because they know that no one can see them and help them to finish the 

problem. However, they try to do protest, they only get disappointed from 

most of sides. 

From five factors of conflict, it can be lined kinds of conflict through 

poscolonial theory by Edward Said stated that postcolonial is placed on 

Orientalism. It means that, it will be orient in that place. Orient is referred to 

group of people which will be hegemony domination and there is colony 

and colonizer. Through orientalism,it can be found that colonization which 

happen to Indian have appeared some of conflicts between white men and 

Indian. There are three kinds of conflicts which happen in the story. The 

first is economical conflict. In this case white men try to take all of wealth 

of Indian people although it must exploit Indian people. It is not far from the 

importance of white men to get financial. The second kind of conflicts is 

about political conflict. In this case, white men have dominated culture and 

law in Watona. It is because they want lo loose Indian belief and it will 

make white men feel easy to destroy Indian people in Watona. The last kind 

of conflict is racial conflict. It means that white men’s demeanor is referred 

to inequality to Indian people. It is done by white men in order to make 
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Indian people feels oppressed and go away from Watona. All of kind of 

conflicts is influenced by the colonial domination which is done by white 

men. 

All of conflicts which happen to Indian people give impact to their 

life. The impact of Indian’s life is not good. It is because they must have bad 

feeling every day. They feel oppressed, depressed and annoyed. Besides that 

they also must choose the right way in order to survive. Although, the best 

way is go away from their territory and move to the other place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


